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Getting More From Your
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      Welcome  to  your  personal  report  from  the  Book  of

Destiny!  Inside  you  will  find  detailed  information  about  one

year  of  your  life.  If  you  read  carefully,  you  can  extract  even

more information from this valuable report.

      The  information  found  within  comes  from  a  very  ancient

and highly revered mystical science that originated before the

days  of  early  Egypt.  Its  exact  origins  are  unknown  but  its

accuracy speaks for itself. The information it will give you will

be  timely  and  practical,  pertaining  to  the  events  and

experiences you are currently going through.

Understanding the Structure of a Yearly Report

      The information about your life in the Book of Destiny is

in the form of playing cards arranged in a particular formation.

The  positions  of  these  cards  is  not  random in  any  way.  Each

card  is  derived  from  mystical  calculations  taken  from  your

birthday  and  your  current  age.  It  is  these  cards  and  their

meanings,  that  relay  the  information  about  each  year  of  your

life.  Here is how these cards are divided and presented in the

context of this Yearly Report.

      First  of  all,  this  report  will  have  one  or  more  Main

Sections,  each referring to  the cards  found under  one of  your

personal significators. Our personal significators are cards that

represent  us  in  some  way.  These  include  the  Birth  Card,

Planetary  Ruling  Card,  Personality  Cards  and  Karma  Cards.

All  of  these  cards  can be used to  signify  us  and each plays  a

certain role.  However,  not  all  of  them are required to make a

complete  Yearly  Report.  Therefore,  this  report  may  contain

one or as many as five main sections, each under the heading

of one of these personal significators, depending upon who ran

this  report  for  you  and  which  personal  significators  they

believed  would  be  the  most  helpful  for  you  to  know  about.

Most  Yearly  Reports  include  the  cards  for  two  personal

significators,  the  Birth  Card  and  one  other.  Karma  Cards  are

rarely used.

      Each of  the Main Sections  of   a  Yearly  Report  is  divided

into two distinct groups of cards and each of these Card Group

Sections  will  have  a  Title  Page  to  let  you  know  what  will

follow.  The  first  Card  Group  Section  are  what  we  call  the

Year-Long Influence Cards. These five cards, the Long Range,

Pluto, Result, Environment and Displacement Cards, cast their

influence  on  an  entire  year  of  our  life.  For  this  reason,  their

influence  is  more  powerful  than  the  other  cards  in  a  Yearly

Report.

      NOTE: Some of the Birth   and Planetary Ruling Cards do

not have Environment and Displacement Cards. These are the

Ace  of  Clubs,  2  of  Hearts,  9  of  Hearts,  Jack  of  Hearts,  8  of

Clubs,  7  of  Diamonds  and  King  of  Spades.  If  one  of  your

personal significators is one of these cards, there will not be a

page  about  the  Environment  and  Displacement  Cards  in  that

Main Section.

      The second Card Group Section in each Main Section are

the Planetary Period Cards.  There will  usually   be two cards

found in each of seven Planetary Periods that divide the year

into 52-day segments and the Title Page for this section will

show them all to you and list the dates that correspond to the

beginning of each period. Your birthday marks the beginning

of  the  first  period,  called  the  Mercury  Period.  52  days  later

the  next  period  begins  (Venus)  and  so  forth  until  your  next

birthday  marks  the  ending  of  one  year  and  the  beginning  of

the  next.  The  cards  found  in  each  period  have  a  strong

influence  over  the  events  and  experiences  of  that  time

segment.  They also cast a subtle influence on the entire year

and  when  this  is  the  case,  it  will  be  mentioned  in  the

interpretations for that particular card.

      That is basically all there is to a Yearly Report except that

there is a special section that is found in the beginning called

the Report  on Auspicious Positions Page.  This  page will  tell

you  about  influences  that  are  present  due  to  the  position  of

your  Birth  Card  and  Planetary  Ruling  Card  in  this  year's

Grand  Solar  Spread.  The  Grand  Solar  Spread  is  sort  of  a

master  spread  from  which  the  cards  in  your  Yearly  Report

were  taken.  You  may  or  may  not  have  one  of  these  pages

because there are some years that your cards may not fall into

any  of  the  nine  various  auspicious  positions  that  this  report

looks for.

More About Your Personal Significators

      Your  birthday  associates  you  with  one  of  the  52  playing

cards.  That  card,  called  the  Birth  or  Destiny  Card,  tells  us

much  about  your  personality,  character,  and  potential  in  the

various  areas  of  life.  Every  Birth  Card  has  a  highest

expression  as  well  as  challenges  that  must  be  dealt  with

during the course of a lifetime. Inside, you will find a detailed

description  of  your  Birth  Card  on  the  page  entitled  "About

Your Birth and Destiny Card". This is the first place to begin

in  your  study.  The  meaning  of  your  Birth  Card  will  not

change over the course of your life.  Each of us is  constantly

refining the characteristics of our Birth Card, striving to reach

the highest potential it offers us while working with some of

the karmic challenges that are also associated with it.

      Even though it is the most important, our Birth Card is not

the only card that  is  a  personal  significator  for  us.  There are

other  cards  that  offer  further  clues  about  our  character  traits

and  personality.  The  most  important  is  our  Planetary  Ruling

Card. The Planetary Ruling Card is derived from our sun sign

and explains much about our behavior in a similar fashion as

the Birth  Card.  It  is  often compared with our  Rising Sign in

astrology.  It  acts  as  a  personality  filter  that  influences  our

behavior in a certain way and it is an important card to learn

more about.
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      We  also  have  one  or  more  Personality  Cards  that  are

essentially masks that we wear from time to time when we are

engaged in certain activities or occupations. These are always

the  Jack,  Queen  and  King  of  our  Birth  Card's  suit.  For

example,  if  a  woman  is  romantically  involved,  she  is  usually

playing the role of her Queen. If her Birth Card is a 5 of Clubs,

for example, she would be acting as the Queen of Clubs when

she was in love. Men in love act as the Jack of their suit. When

your  Yearly  Report  has  a  Main  Section  for  one  of  these

Personality  Cards,  just  exactly  how  they  fit  into  the  overall

picture will  be explained in the report.  Just  keep in mind that

these  Personality  Card  influences  are  only  in  effect  for

whatever period of time we make their activities important in

our  lives.  This  is  very  different  from  the  Birth  Card  or

Planetary Ruling Card which are in effect all of the time.

      Our  Karma  Cards  offer  additional  mirrors  of  our

personality, often revealing hidden traits. Most of us have two

Karma Cards but some have as many as six. If this report has a

Main  Section  in  this  report  for  one  of  your  Karma  Cards,  it

will likely reveal events and experiences that are very personal

in  nature  and  perhaps  not  so  significant  in  an  external  or

mundane fashion.

How to do Relationship Readings for this Year

      Though not apparent on the surface, this report does allow

you to look up people you know and discover how they will be

influencing you in the year that this report is created for. This

section gives you all the tools you need to do this on your own,

it is not presented directly by the report, but the information is

available  if  you  have  the  time  to  read  this  and  follow  the

necessary steps.

      STEP ONE - Make a list of the Birth Cards of people you

want  to  know  about.   On  the  following  page  is  a  Birth  Card

Chart that gives the Birth Cards for each birthday of the year.

In  the  table  in  the  next  column,  list  up  to  ten  of  the  most

important  people  in  your  life.  Write  down  their  names  and

birthdays and then look up their Birth Card and write that in as

well.

      STEP TWO - Determine their Personality Cards.

Personality  Cards  are  used  frequently  in  relationship

comparisons  because  they  have  proven  to  be  accurate  and

important in this area. For purposes of this report, just list the

Jack  for  men  and  the  Queen  for  women,  always  of  the  same

suit  as  their  Birth  Card,  and  write  them  down  next  to  their

Birth  Card.  For  example,  if  some  man  you  know has  a  Birth

Card  of  a  7  of  Diamonds,  you  would  write  the  Jack  of

Diamonds down under "Cards" beside his Birth Card.

      STEP  THREE  -  If  you  have  the  book,  Love  Cards  by

Robert  Camp,  look  up  and  write  down  the  Planetary  Ruling

Cards  and  Karma  Cards  of  each  person.  These  additional

personal significators will give you more cards to look for. 

      They are not completely necessary, but if you have them,

it will simply add more to your search.

      STEP FOUR -  Look through your  Yearly  Report  for  the

occurrences  of  their  cards  and  then  compare  their  locations

with  the  Relationships  LookUp  Table  to  determine  what  it

means.  Take  their  Birth  Card  first  and  look  through  your

Report to see if it is mentioned anywhere. If you find it, make

a note of what position it is in (Long Range, Mercury Period,

Pluto,  etc.)  The  Relationships  LookUp  Table  on  the  page

after next will tell you what it means when it is found in any

particular  position.  Once  you  have  looked  for  their  Birth

Card, you can search for their other cards in the same manner.

      The  position  of  each  card  will  relate  a  specific  influence

they will have on you over the course of the year. When one

of their personal significators shows up in a specific Planetary

Period,  you  can  bet  that  they  will  play  a  significant  role  in

your  life  at  that  time.  Read  the  meaning  of  the  other  cards

found in that period to determine just what that role might be.

For  example,  suppose  someone  you  know  is  a  3  of  Hearts

female  and  you  happen  to  have  a  Queen  of  Hearts  in  your

Mars  Period  along  with  a  5  of  Diamonds.  This  Queen  of

Hearts  is  one  of  your  3  of  Hearts  friend's  personal

significators and thus is does represent her playing some role

at that time. Because it is in Mars, you know that it could be a

competitive or passionate role. The 5 of Diamonds suggests a

change in finances related to a legal matter or a business trip.

Putting  these  tips  together  you  may  predict  a  disagreement

with  your  3  of  Hearts  friend  about  some  money  matter,

perhaps  a  legal  matter,  OR  that  the  two  of  you  go  on  a

business trip in a somewhat restless manner.

      Using this technique, you can add a lot more dimension to

you personal Yearly Report. In fact, most of the cards in our

Yearly  Reports  have  dual  meanings  and  many  stories  to  tell

us.  The  interpretations  given  for  each  of  the  cards  tell  the

major  story,  but  with  the  proper  tools,  you  can  derive  much

more information about other aspects of your life.
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Relationship Interpretation LookUp Table

Special Tips for Gaining a Better Understanding of Your Yearly Report
1. To know more about your personal relationships in a

year-long  manner,  look  at  the  cards  in  your  Venus

Period and look at all the Heart cards found everywhere

in  your  spreads.  These  are  the  most  important

relationship indicators.

2.  To  find  out  more  about  your  work  for  the  year  in  a

general  way,  look at  the Mars  and Uranus Period cards

and the Spade cards found anywhere in your reading. If

you  are  involved  in  any  of  the  communications  fields,

look for  Clubs  cards  to  indicate  your  success  or  failure

in  those  areas.  Entertainers,  artists  and  those  that  work

primarily with people should look at the Heart cards and

the  cards  found  in  Venus.  Salespeople  and  merchants

would look for Diamonds and the Jupiter cards.

3.  To  know more  about  your  health,  look  at  the  Saturn

Period cards and Spade cards in particular.

4. To find out how your finances will be this year, look

at all the Diamond cards and the cards under the Jupiter

Period.

5.  Our  Jupiter  Period  cards  each  year  signify  what  or

who will be the greatest blessings and in which direction

we  can  achieve  the  greatest  financial  blessings.   To

insure your financial success, follow the path laid out by

your Jupiter  cards,  especially the Jupiter  cards found in

your Birth Card and Planetary Ruling Card sections.

6.  Always  seek  to  combine  the  meaning  of  the  two

cards found in the Planetary Periods to get the complete

meaning. The whole story for any particular period is a

combination  of  both  cards  acting  together.  Sometimes

the Neptune period has only one card. When this is the

case, this one card is the only influence present.

7.  Try  to  keep  the  various  sections  of  the  report  in

perspective. Sections based upon Personality Cards will

only  apply  to  those  aspects  of  your  life  governed  by

those cards.

8.  When  two  cards  in  one  period  seem  to  contradict

each  other,  remember  that  the  more  positive  card  will

win  out  over  the  negative  card  in  any  given  Planetary

Period.  Though  the  negative  card  could  indicate  a

problem  of  some  sort,  the  other  card  will  indicate  a

resolution of that problem later in the period.

9. To learn more about this amazing system and how to

do readings for yourself and others, purchase a copy of

Destiny  Cards  by  Robert  Camp,  available  where  you

got  this  report.  His  other  book,  Love  Cards,  is  also

highly  recommended,  and  also  available  where  you

purchased this report.
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Personal Yearly Report
for Becky Jones
Born 4/8/1999   Age 22

All about Your Birth Card

Our  Birth  Card  is  our  most

important  symbol  of  who  we

are  in  this  lifetime.  It  is  the

card  that  we  most  identify

with,  and  through  which  we

have  the  greatest  gifts  to

share with those around us. It

is  also  called  our  Sun  Card

and our Soul Card.

All about Your Birth Card

The King of Diamonds Person

The Businessman's Card

         The  King  of  Diamonds  is  the  master  of  values,  finances  and  business.  In
this  regard  he  or  she  can  do  very  well  in  any  business  pursuit,  applying  their
inherited knowledge to their work with much success.  These people are always
more  successful  as  heads  of  their  own business  rather  than  working  for  others.
They  can  be  very  mercenary  when  it  comes  to  money  and  business,  but  they
don't have to be.
         This is the only 'one-eyed' King in the deck, which tends to blind them to
certain aspects of life and situations. This can also make them very stubborn and
see  things  from  only  their  side  of  the  issue.   King  of  Diamonds  are  known  to
make enemies for this very reason. Perhaps the upraised 'battle-ax' on their card
represents a fondness for competition. However, all of them know what is of real
value and if they follow their knowing instead of their fears, they can be the most
respectable people in the business world. They must always guard against using
their power to get things to go their way at the expense of others. With so much
inherent power, the King of Diamonds can avoid dealing with their feelings and
this is where many problems are created. There are often emotional issues from
childhood  that  must  be  dealt  with  before  the  higher  side  of  this  card  can  be
manifested. Until then, they can appear cold and ruthless.
         They are very creative and can make huge amounts of money by using this
gift.  The King of Diamonds are powerful people who can do much good in the
world and can be examples of those who are 'in the world but not of it'.

Some of the King of Diamonds Issues Concerning Relationships

         The  King  of  Diamonds  is  one  of  those  cards  that  doesn't  have  any
particular good or bad relationship karma. However, being Kings, they are quite
powerful  and  unwilling  to  compromise,  which  can  cause  problems  on  the
personal level. The women, especially, have to find a way to balance their strong
masculine  side  in  the  context  of  a  relationship  where  the  accepted  norm is  the
'retiring female'.  They tend to  want  to  dominate  or  at  least  be  an equal  to  their
mates and not many men are willing or able to deal with such power in a woman.
Some of  the  women give up trying after  a  few unsuccessful  attempts.  Some of
the men do likewise.   Both sexes can be guilty of looking at love and marriage
strictly from a financial  point  of  view.   It  is  always best  for  them to keep their
business and love life separate until they find the right match.
         Both  sexes  could  learn  to  express  their  fears  and  emotions  to  have  better
luck in romance or marriage. Honest communication bridges the gap and brings
more  intimacy.  They  are  attracted  to  those  of  wit  and  good  education  and  are
often found working with their spouse in a business.
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for Becky Jones
Born 4/8/1999   Age 22

All about Your Planetary Ruling Card

Two of Diamonds as Your Planetary Ruler

         This  ruling  card  gives  you  a  lot  of  success  with  work  and  finances.  You
have an ability to find the right people to help you achieve your goals and you
are  not  lazy.  You  are  bound  to  have  some very  prosperous  cycles  in  your  life,
much more than the average person. You have a keen and logical mind that you
depend upon for much of your success. But in personal relationships, your logic
is  more  of  a  hindrance  than  a  help.  An  inner  desire  for  love  and  affection
competes  with  your  natural  ambition  in  work  matters  and  it  seems  difficult  to
have  satisfaction  in  both  areas  at  the  same time.  In  general,  you would  tend to
focus more on your work, where it is easier to manage. Emotionally you have a
lot of work to do. You must also watch out for some fixed principles about love
or marriage that  causes you to stay in bad relationships much longer than need
be.

The  Planetary  Ruling  Card

acts  like  a  second  Birth  Card

to  give  you  a  new  slant  on

your  personality  and

character  traits.  It  is  very

important  in  terms  of  your

personal relationships since it

represents  a  part  of  you  that

you identify with strongly.
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Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 22

Each  year  most  people's  Birth  and

Planetary  Ruling  Cards  move  to  a

different  location  in  what  we  call  the

Grand  Solar  Spread  (pictured  below).

Each  position  has  a  unique

significance  and  is  described  in  the

section  about  the  Displacement  Card.

However,  some  of  these  positions  are

more significant and represent times in

life  when  special  events  will  occur.

There  are  also  special  events

determined  by  our  age  and  by  certain

cards that fall into prominent positions

in  our  Yearly  Spreads.  This  section  of

your  report  will  define  what,  if  any,  of

these  auspicious  events  will  occur  for

you  this  year.  The  text  given  further

emphasizes  their  unique  importance  in

the overall fabric of your cards for this

time of your life.

Your Birth Card is Approaching the Ascent to the Pinnacle Year

         Because of the position of your Birth Card this year, you are approaching a

particularly  significant  7-year  cycle  of  your  life.  We call  this  the  Ascent  to  the

Pinnacle  Cycle.  This  cycle's  effect  on  you  will  depend  largely  on  what  is  the

direction of your life to this point, so read carefully to determine it's significance

for you.

         If you are aware of your personal goals and purpose to a large degree, this

year  and  the  next  three  years  together  will  mark  a  rising  up  to  a  position  of

accomplishment and recognition. This year will see significant advancements in

your career interests but the year that begins three years from this birthday will

be the Pinnacle Year, where you could reach the very top of your profession and

end up on a new level of work and attainment. Many people have achieved great

goals and dreams during this 3-year period.

         If,  on  the  other  hand,  you are  not  so  certain  about  your  life's  direction  or

purpose, the next three years will mark a culmination for you of your life as you

know it.  Be prepared during the Pinnacle Year to make a big change, to depart

from a significant chapter of your life, and to move on to a new and better cycle.

You can find your True Purpose this Year

         There  is  at  least  one  occurrence  of  a  Six  card  in  your  reading  in  a

prominent position (Long Range, Pluto,  Result,  Environment or Displacement).

This  might  be in either  your  Birth Card Spread,  or  your  Planetary Ruling Card

spread.  Either  way,  this  gives  you  a  special  opportunity,  but  one  that  is  only

taken advantage of by those who are aware of it. Sixes give us an opportunity to

discover what our true purpose is for our life. Most people search their entire life

to  discover  what  their  life  is  about  and  whether  or  not  they  have  some  special

purpose  or  goal  that  they  are  to  achieve  during  their  time  here  on  the  planet.

Many never find this purpose at  all.  Because of the presence of a Six card in a

powerful position this year, you will have a special opportunity to discover what

your  purpose  is.  Of  course,  this  only  applies  to  you  if  you  have  the  desire  to

know. If you are not that interested in knowing more about your life's direction,

this  will  probably  manifest  itself  as  a  year  of  steady  progress  towards  existing

goals.

         Sixes  can  be  frustrating  as  well  because  they  often  represent  static  and

unchanging conditions in our life. However, they also bestow upon us a special

ability  to  perceive  that  which  is  usually  hidden  from  our  conscious  minds.  By

listening to our inner voice, we can receive great inspiration and direction when

these cards are present and you have at least one of them for this entire year. If
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Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 22   ( c o n t i n u e d . . . )

you have more than one Six in a prominent position in either your Birth Card or

Planetary  Ruling  Card  Spreads,  then  this  message  becomes  even  more

significant.

         Study any and all Sixes that you find in these prominent positions this year,

along  with  other  Sixes  that  appear  in  your  Yearly  Spreads.  They  will  reveal

much about the special destiny that is coming your way. Good luck on your path

to inner discovery.

This is a Major Completion Year for You

         Because  you  have  a  Nine  card  in  a  prominent  position  this  year  (Long

Range, Pluto, Result, Environment, or Displacement), we know that this will be

a  year  in  which  you  achieve  an  important  ending  in  your  life.  This  Nine  may

occur in either your Birth Card or Planetary Ruling Card Spread. Endings can be

seen  as  disappointments  if  we  disregard  their  true  meaning.  In  truth  they

represent graduations from chapters of our life that were important, but are now

no  longer  helpful  for  our  personal  growth  and  development.  What  is  also

beautiful  about  endings is  the wonderful  freedom we feel  after  we have passed

through it and are on to our next stage of work and development.

         Whatever the nature of the endings in your life this year, be glad that you

have  reached  the  point  in  your  development  that  you  are  ready  to  move  on  to

better things and relationships. We are often afraid to let go of things that have

become so familiar to us. Sometimes we are not even able to see that these things

are no longer of any real use to us. Rest assured that this is the case for you. You

are ready to move on and by this time next year, you will be in an entirely new

and better place for your personal and professional development and expansion.

         If  you  have  more  than  one  occurrence  of  a  Nine  in  these  prominent

positions, the significance of this completion year becomes even greater and the

stronger  the  likelihood  that  many  areas  of  your  life  are  coming  to  an  end  in

preparation for a new phase of development.

         Study whatever Nines you may find in your Yearly Spreads carefully. Each

one will reveal the specific areas that you may be encountering some important

completions.
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This Section Has Information From Your Birth Card Spread

About The One-Year Reading for your Birth Card

         Our  Birth  Card  is  the  most  significant  card  of  all  the  cards  that  represent

us.  It  is  the card that we identify the most with and the one in which we 'shine

forth' with the greatest brilliance. We have other cards that are symbols of us as

well.  These  include  the  Planetary  Ruling  Card,  Personality  Cards  and  Karma

Cards to some extent. However, it is the Birth Card that is first and foremost in

its importance and in it's ability to describe our life in great detail.

         Since  this  report  may  contain  the  Yearly  Spreads  for  other  cards  that

represent  you,  it  is  important  to  know  the  difference  between  them  and  their

purposes in determining what they are trying to tell you.

         On the following pages are all the cards for this year that fall in the Yearly

Spread for your Birth Card. Cards in the Birth Card's Yearly Spread can pertain

to most any area of your life,  in contrast to the Personality Card spreads which

usually only pertain to certain aspects of your life. As you read these influences

keep in mind that these are the primary and most important.
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for Becky Jones
Born 4/8/1999   Age 22

The Year-Long Cards Found In Your Birth Card Spread

Your Long Range Card

Your Pluto Card

Your Result Card

Your Environment Card

Your Displacement Card

Your Long Range Card is perhaps the most important card of the year. It defines

something or someone that will be a major focus of your attention. It is neither

positive  or  negative,  just  a  place  where  a  lot  of  your  time,  energy  or  attention

will be spent throughout the year.

Your Pluto Card is also a very important card in the Yearly Spread. It signifies

something or someone that will cause a significant change in some part of your

life.  It  may  define  an  area  where  you  experience  a  'mini-death'  in  your  life,  a

place  where  you  release  a  negative  pattern  to  make  room  for  a  more  positive

way of life.

Your Result Card combines with the Pluto Card to help define your big change

and challenge of  the year.  But in addition,  the Result  Card will  be someone or

something that  you will  end up with by your next  birthday that  is  a  blessing in

your life. It is like the gift that you will receive for all the hard work you did this

year to transform yourself.

Your  Environment  Card  represents  someone  or  something  that  will  act  in  a

beneficial  manner  for  you  throughout  the  year.  It  is  an  area  where  things  will

come easily to you, something or someone to be grateful for. It is always a good

thing regardless of what card it is. You will collect good things from this card all

year long.

Your  Displacement  Card usually  indicates  an  area  where  you will  have  to  pay

closer attention in order to have success for this year. It can be a person or thing

that requires you to give them extra energy in order for that thing or person to

be a benefit in your life. It can also signify 'special' occurrences that only come

in certain years of life.

About The Year-Long Influence Cards in your Birth Card's Spread

         Each card in your yearly reading says something about a specific area of life. Some influence the entire year while

others influence primarily a 52-day period of time. The cards above are those that influence the entire year. Because of

this, they are always considered to be the most important cards of the yearly reading.

         Each  of  these  five  cards  has  a  specific  function  and  purpose  and  will  tell  you  some  different  and  yet  important

things about the year this report is for. Take your time as you read their meanings as well as the text that describes their

individual importance and functions.
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Born 4/8/1999   Age 22

Your Long Range Card This Year

Your Long Range Card

The Six of Spades as the Long Range Card

         This  will  be  a  year  with  many  possible  levels  of  experience,  all  under  the

influence  of  the  powerful  Six  of  Spades.  On  a  purely  mundane  level,  the  Six  of

Spades says that this will be year of few, if any changes in work, health, occupation,

or place of residence. This can be good if you are in a good situation when the year

begins.  However,  if  you  are  unemployed  when  this  year  begins,  you  may  have  to

contend with not having a new job for an entire year, so strong is the 'lack of change'

influence of  this  card.  There will  probably be less  opportunities  for  travel  this  year

and no changes in residence.

         On  a  deeper  level,  the  Six  of  Spades  has  a  strong  'balancing  the  scales'

influence to it. It says that you will get exactly what you give this year, both in your

work  and  in  regards  to  your  own  health.  If  you  are  experiencing  any  health

difficulties  this  year,  they  will  most  likely  be  the  result  of  your  not  giving  enough

attention to your health. To improve your health under this influence, all you have to

do  is  to  put  in  some  constructive  energy  into  loving  your  body  and  starting  more

healthful  habits.  On  the  work  scene  you  may  find  yourself  involved  in  having  to

make compromises and adjustments,  giving in a little  or  taking a little  so that  your

entire work scene may run smoothly. Keeping a balance in all your affairs is a major

theme this year.

         Finally,  the Six of Spades is  the card of 'fate'  and 'destiny'.  Many times when

this card is present, we have major turning points that lead us to our ultimate destiny.

If you take the time to tune in to your deepest thoughts and feelings, you may get an

important message as to where you will go next and what you will do.

Keywords:

A  year  of  learning  to  be  responsible  for  your  work,  health  habits,  and  lifestyle.  A

year of keeping the peace and perhaps one of discovering a special and meaningful

purpose for my life's work.
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Personal Yearly Report
for Becky Jones
Born 4/8/1999   Age 22

Your Pluto Card This Year

Your Pluto Card

The Queen of Clubs as the Pluto Card

         The Queen of Clubs,  as your transformation card this year,  tells  us that  being

more  intuitive  or  being  in  a  position  of  helping  others  along  mental  lines  will  be

something that causes you to make important changes in your life. Queens represent

service and 'helpers'. Clubs relate to intuitive knowledge or mental occupations. You

are challenged to assume a helping role while using your full mental capabilities and

natural psychic ability to receive inner direction.

         It  is  likely  that  you  are  somehow  involved  in  either  teaching,  organizing,

communications  or  writing and that  you desire  more  success  in  one of  these  areas.

To  be  successful  you  must  make  some  changes  in  the  way  you  have  been  doing

things  and  often  these  changes  will  seem  difficult  or  burdensome.  However,  your

goal  is  in  sight  and  you should  be  successful.  Your  Result  Card  will  tell  you what

else or who else is involved with this mental power that you seek.

Affirmation:

I  am  transformed  in  my  service  capacity  that  deals  with  knowledge  and

communications. I learn to love and nurture others by sharing my personal truth and

intuitive messages.

Your Result Card This Year

Your Result Card

The Ten of Spades as the Result Card

         Though you may,  at  times,  feel  as  though you are a  workaholic  this  year,  the

end  result  will  be  that  you  have  been  very  successful,  especially  if  your  work

involves  groups  of  people  in  some  way.  Your  Pluto  Card  will  give  you  specifics

about  where  or  with  whom  you  desire  this  accomplishment  but  your  success  is

assured. The Pluto Card will also tell you about the changes you may have to make

to achieve this success.

Affirmation:

I create more success through hard work and determination this year. I create success

with groups of people.
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Born 4/8/1999   Age 22

Your Environment Card This Year

Your Environment Card

The Jack of Spades as the Environment Card

         This  is  an  excellent  influence  for  all  creative  endeavors  and  practically

guarantees  your  success  if  you  are  involved  in  any  of  the  creative  pursuits.  This

includes acting, selling, music, painting, sculpturing, designing, or any other creative

job.  However,  this  card  can  also  represent  a  new  beginning  for  you  this  year,  an

'initiation'  into a new lifestyle that  is  more healthy or more spiritual  in nature.  Any

exposure to higher ways of living will be beneficial.

Your Displacement Card This Year

Your Displacement Card

You are displacing the Ten of Clubs this year.

         Because your card sits in the position of the Ten of Clubs this year, you have a

great  deal  of  good  fortune  coming  your  way.  This  year  marks  the  beginning  of  a

five-year cycle of good fortune in which some of your greatest goals may be realized.

Of course, this will only occur if you are clear about where you are going, but if you

have  important  dreams and goals  in  relation  to  your  work,  go  for  the  highest.  You

will get as much as you wish for.
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The Cards Governing Your Planetary Periods - An Overview

Direct Card Vertical Card Planetary Symbol

Your Mercury Period begins 4/8/2021 and ends 5/30/2021

Your Venus Period begins 5/30/2021 and ends 7/21/2021

Your Mars Period begins 7/21/2021 and ends 9/11/2021

Your Jupiter Period begins 9/11/2021 and ends 11/2/2021

Your Saturn Period begins 11/2/2021 and ends 12/24/2021

Your Uranus Period begins 12/24/2021 and ends 2/15/2022

Your Neptune Period begins 2/15/2022 and ends 4/8/2022
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The Cards Influencing Your Mercury Period

Your Mercury

 Period lasts from

4/8/2021 till 5/30/2021

About the Mercury Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread

         The  Mercury  Period  is  the  one  that  always  begins  on  your  birthday  each  year.  During  this

period,  the  focus  is  usually  on  communications,  short  trips  here  and  there,  educational  pursuits,  or

the affairs of siblings and other family members. The two cards found in this period will combine to

tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.

         Mercury  Period  Cards  are  usually  of  little  consequence  since  Mercury  itself  is  such  a

quick-moving influence. Therefore, events under Mercury will usually be short-lived, quick or sudden.

         The  cards  below  are  from  your  Birth  Card's  Yearly  Spread.  Therefore,  they  are  the  most

important Mercury Cards of the year and may pertain to most any area of your life.

Your Direct Mercury Card

Your Direct Mercury Card

The Nine of Diamonds in the Mercury Period

         This influence brings an unexpected and sudden financial disappointment, and one that

passes quickly. There could be a loss of money connected with a short trip or a brother or

sister. There could be a loss in a get rich quick scheme. This card can bring a lot of mental

anxiety about financial problems or some huge outlay of money. In all probability this loss

is a result of your own extravagance or recklessness.

         The  ending  that  will  occur  during  this  period  can  bring  a  sense  of  freedom  and

expansion if you are able to just let go and move on. Your other Mercury Card will tell you

more about the situation, perhaps identifying who or what you need to let go of.

Your Vertical Mercury Card

Your Vertical Mercury Card

The Jack of Diamonds in the Mercury Period

         During  this  period  you  are  given  the  gift  of  a  creative  mind  that  can  come  up  with

some great ideas about how to make some money quickly. You may find some quick returns

from investments,  selling  something,  or  some other  form of  marketing or  promotion.  This

would be a great  time to do some market planning for your business or to try one of your

get-rich-quick  schemes.  You  may  find  that  one  of  these  will  involve  one  of  the

communications fields.
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The Cards Influencing Your Venus Period

Your Venus

 Period lasts from

5/30/2021 till 7/21/2021

About the Venus Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread

         The Venus Period is the one that always begins 52 days after your birthday each year. During

this  period,  the focus is  usually on home and family matters  and affairs  of  the heart.  The two cards

found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely

to occur.

         Those who are in a profession that involves beauty products or any one of the arts should read

their Venus Cards as general indicators of the success or failure of those types of businesses.

         The  cards  below  are  from  your  Birth  Card's  Yearly  Spread.  Therefore,  they  are  the  most

important Venus Cards of the year and may pertain to any area of your life.

Your Direct Venus Card

Your Direct Venus Card

The King of Spades in the Venus Period

         During  this  period  you  can  expect  much  more  success  in  your  home and  with  all  of

your  closest  relationships  due  to  the  presence  of  the  most  powerful  card  in  the  deck.  The

wisdom of the King of Spades will help you make important distinctions in your emotions

and affections that will guarantee your happiness and success. This is a period and a year for

you to experience much happiness in relationships and with your family. Make a 'love wish

list' and see what happens.

         This  is  also  a  very  good  card  for  business  success  if  your  work  involves  the  arts,

beauty products or working with people. You will find that you have a certain mastery with

people now that can lead to great success.

Your Vertical Venus Card

Your Vertical Venus Card

The Queen of Spades in the Venus Period

         During  this  period  you  can  expect  better  results  with  all  your  personal  relationships

because you are going to be able to handle your feelings and emotions better. Romance will

fall  into its  proper place in your life as you develop your power to control  your affections

and emotions. Things will be running smoothly at home also as you apply a firm, but wise

hand to everyone and everything that comes up. Enjoy this time of 'Spiritual Self-Mastery'.
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The Cards Influencing Your Mars Period

Your Mars

 Period lasts from

7/21/2021 till 9/11/2021

About the Mars Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread

         The Mars Period is the one that always begins approximately 104 days after your birthday each

year.  During  this  period,  you  are  likely  to  have  more  physical  and  aggressive  energies.  For  this

reason, this is a good time to get involved in physical pursuits or to actively pursue your goals.

         Mars  Period  Cards  also  govern  our  relationships  with  men  in  general  and  with  any  legal

matters  we  are  involved  in.  If  you  are  involved  in  a  legal  suit  of  any  kind,  the  Mars  Cards  will

indicate the probable success or failure of these pursuits.

         The  cards  below  are  from  your  Birth  Card's  Yearly  Spread.  Therefore,  they  are  the  most

important Mars Cards of the year.

Your Direct Mars Card

Your Direct Mars Card

The Four of Clubs in the Mars Period

         This  is  a  good  influence  for  satisfying  emotional  and  intellectual  relationships,

especially with men. For women this is an indicator of happiness in marriage and home or

good news from home. Aggressive pursuits of education and friendships will bring rewards

during  this  period.  Mental  activity  can  be  successfully  applied  in  work,  especially  in  the

areas of organization, efficiency, and practicality.

         The  stabilizing  influence  of  this  card  is  powerful  and  will  bring  a  happy  period  for

you,  even  if  the  indications  of  your  other  Mars  Card  are  more  challenging.  Even  if  your

other  Mars  card  indicated  a  challenge  or  problem,  this  card  guarantees  that  you  will

overcome it and that the result will be a positive one. A successful card in the other position

will  further  strengthen  the  influence  of  this  card  and  could  tell  you  who or  what  you  will

experience such satisfaction with during this 52-day period.

Your Vertical Mars Card

Your Vertical Mars Card

The Seven of Clubs in the Mars Period

         This  is  a  strong  influence  for  arguments,  ones  that  bring  on  problems,  worry,  and

pessimism. Your relationships with men in general could be a bit difficult during this period

but the solution to your problems lies within you, not in them. Opposition to your plans or

desires  can  illicit  anger  and  negativity  in  you  at  this  time.  Caution  is  advised  in  all  legal

matters  and  affairs  with  men  until  you  can  take  full  responsibility  for  your  attitudes  and

beliefs. Fear is often at the root of all anger and negative thinking. Elevate your mind now

with  positive  affirmations  and  expose  yourself  to  sources  of  spiritual  knowledge  and

inspiration to get the most good from this period.

         Look to your  other  Mars  Card to  find out  what  or  who is  involved in  the challenges

that  may  arise  during  this  period.  Also  keep  in  mind  that  a  positive  card,  such  as  a  four,

eight, or ten, would tell you that regardless of the challenges present, you are likely to have

a happy and productive outcome to the situations that present themselves during this 52-day

period.
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The Cards Influencing Your Jupiter Period

Your Jupiter

 Period lasts from

9/11/2021 till 11/2/2021

About the Jupiter Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread

         The Jupiter Period is the one that falls in the middle of your personal year. During this period,

the focus is usually on business and financial matters,  though it  is not restricted to these alone. The

two  cards  found  in  this  period  will  combine  to  tell  you  what  influences  are  present  and  therefore,

what is likely to occur.

         Our  Jupiter  Cards  often  tell  us  what  or  who  are  the  biggest  blessings  of  the  year,  especially

along financial lines. If  we involve ourselves in activities related to our Jupiter Cards, we could see

an increase in our finances through those directions.

         The  cards  below  are  from  your  Birth  Card's  Yearly  Spread.  Therefore,  they  are  the  most

important Jupiter Cards of the year.

Your Direct Jupiter Card

Your Direct Jupiter Card

The Ace of Clubs in the Jupiter Period

         During this period you will find that knowledge is your greatest asset. Your desire for

knowledge can lead to professional and material success with this influence. A new idea or

plan  for  business  or  financial  success  will  have  good  consequences  now.  Follow  your

impulses to start something new and see what happens. You probably have a wealth of good

ideas now, especially related to business ventures.

         Watch  out  for  over-ambitiousness  which  could  place  too  much  value  on  reaching  a

high social status. This could undermine your success. This influence could also cause you

to  be  impatient  with  those  who  are  not  as  quick  as  you  are  to  grasp  the  concepts  and

meanings of things. Be careful your mind doesn't get out of hand now. It is in high gear and

needs to be directed into practical pursuits as much as possible.

Your Vertical Jupiter Card

Your Vertical Jupiter Card

The King of Clubs in the Jupiter Period

         This  period  will  be  one  of  much  success  for  you  in  your  business  or  profession,

especially if you are involved in one or more of the mental fields such as writing, speaking,

teaching or publishing. Your mental power is at an all time high along with your ability to

make  informed  and  brilliant  choices  in  your  line  of  work.  This  is  definitely  the  time  to

expand your scope of operation and to think big.

         Any men of the Clubs suit could be a source of financial and other blessings this year,

especially those who are older or who are in a leadership role in their work.
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The Cards Influencing Your Saturn Period

Your Saturn

 Period lasts from

11/2/2021 till 12/24/2021

About the Saturn Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread

         The  Saturn  Period  follows  Jupiter  and  is  almost  the  reverse  of  it  in  it's  influence.  Whereas

Jupiter is expansive and abundant, Saturn is often restrictive and burdensome. The two cards found in

this  period  will  combine  to  tell  you  what  influences  are  present  and  what  is  likely  to  happen.  Our

Saturn  Cards  often  describe  who  or  what  are  our  major  challenges  or  difficulties  for  the  year.

However, by facing these challenges, we can learn many things that will aid in our ultimate success.

Saturn teaches us patience and responsibility.

         The  cards  below  are  from  your  Birth  Card's  Yearly  Spread.  Therefore,  they  are  the  most

important Saturn Cards of the year and may pertain to any area of your life.

Your Direct Saturn Card

Your Direct Saturn Card

The Six of Hearts in the Saturn Period

         During this period you will be face to face with the results of your words and deeds,

especially  in  the  areas  of  love  and  friendship.  This  card  often  brings  one  or  more  karmic

relationships  throughout  the  year  and  many  lessons  about  taking  responsibility  for  our

actions and sexual expression. The net result of this period will be more maturity, knowing

that what you give is what you receive. This will lead to more success in relationships later.

         We often are unaware of how we are acting or how our acts and speech are affecting

those around us. The Six of Hearts in Saturn will serve to increase your awareness in these

areas.

         Your other Saturn Card may define who you could have a karmic relationship with or

tell you more about the relationship challenges that may occur during this period.

Your Vertical Saturn Card

Your Vertical Saturn Card

The Three of Hearts in the Saturn Period

         Indecision  over  love  or  friendship  could  make  you  ill  during  this  period.  Any  love

triangles that you may be involved in will be more difficult than ever. The situation at hand

may  be  one  which  you  created  in  the  past  and  are  now  having  to  contend  with.  Your

indecisiveness is probably at the root of it  and now you may have no choice but to wait it

out  and  see  how  the  cards  fall.  This  card  could  also  mean  someone  you  love  is  in  poor

health and taxing your peace of mind. Try not to worry so much and take care of your body

until this is over.

         This  card  can  indicate  chronic  worry  about  love  and  about  your  not  getting  enough

affection.  Often  its  our  own  indecision  and  refusal  to  stay  with  one  relationship  that

threatens our security in love, which is something we all need.

         The  difficulties  indicated  by  this  card  could  be  offset  by  a  strong  card  in  the  other

Saturn position, for example any of the fours, eights or tens. In any event, the other Saturn

card could tell you who is involved in this potential love triangle.
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The Cards Influencing Your Uranus Period

Your Uranus

 Period lasts from

12/24/2021 till 2/15/2022

About the Uranus Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread

         After  the  often  grueling  struggle  of  the  Saturn  Period,  the  Uranus  Period  usually  comes  as  a

welcome relief. Everything tends to lighten up and we tend to focus more on the people we hang out

with  both  socially  and  at  work.  The  two  cards  found  in  this  period  will  combine  to  tell  you  what

influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.

         Things often happen unexpectedly in Uranus or the things that happen have an unusual quality

about them. Our Uranus Cards often foretell the success or failure of our relationships at work or in

other circles.

         The  cards  below  are  from  your  Birth  Card's  Yearly  Spread.  Therefore,  they  are  the  most

important cards in this period and can pertain to events in any area of your life.

Your Direct Uranus Card

Your Direct Uranus Card

The Seven of Hearts in the Uranus Period

         Unexpected challenges with friends, associations or co-workers may arise during this

period.  You  could  feel  betrayed  or  abandoned  by  those  in  your  circle  of  friends  or

acquaintances  that  you  care  for.  You  are  now  being  challenged  to  drop  your  fears  and

attachments  to  others  and  let  them  be  the  individuals  they  are.  Your  other  card  for  this

period  may  be  a  person  you  are  attached  to.  On  the  positive  side,  you  are  given  an

opportunity  to  experience  the  high  side  of  unconditional  love,  which  could  result  in  a

dramatic opening of your heart  and mind. We often find ourselves counseling and helping

others when this card is present.

         This  is  a  good  influence  for  spiritual  matters,  learning  new  spiritual  information,

attending classes, etc. Also, keep in mind that a positive card, such as a four, eight, or ten,

in the other position this period would offset any problematic situations that may arise and

bring about good results overall.

Your Vertical Uranus Card

Your Vertical Uranus Card

The Eight of Spades in the Uranus Period

         This period will be one of power and success within an organization or labor group, in

real  estate,  humanitarian  efforts,  or  some  scientific  work.  You  also  have  the  power  to

overcome  illness  and  most  other  obstacles  present.  Relations  with  employees  will  be

beneficial  now  and  all  work  with  larger  corporations  or  organizations  should  prove  to  be

very  successful.  You  can  make  some  important  and  profitable  connections  during  this

period.

         Because  of  the  power  of  this  card,  it  is  almost  a  guarantee  that  this  will  be  a  very

successful and prosperous period. Even if your other Uranus Card were one of challenge or

difficulty, this card's power will overcome it and have a successful outcome to the situations

that arise.
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The Cards Influencing Your Neptune Period

Your Neptune

 Period lasts from

2/15/2022 till 4/8/2022

About the Neptune Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread

         Neptune is the last period, that always begins 52 days before your next birthday each year. This

period is one of the best times to take a vacation, especially if that vacation will take you to a foreign

country.

         Our Neptune Card(s) often represent who or what are our 'hopes and fears' for the year. It can

represent things that we secretly want or things that we may be afraid will come to pass. The Neptune

Period  is  usually  not  a  good  time  to  make  any  definite  decisions  about  our  future  as  things  often

appear blurred from our point of view.

         The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread, the most important Neptune Cards

of this year.

Your Direct Neptune Card

Your Direct Neptune Card

The Ace of Diamonds in the Neptune Period

         This  period  may  bring  ambition  that  encourages  travel  or  is  in  some  way  related  to

travel or foreign interests. This could be a desire for money to take a business trip or to be

used in some distant business deal. Caution is advised under Neptune's illusory influence so

be sure that all business communications and activities are clear. Also you should question

your own motives and desires lest you fall prey to deception along these lines.

         This card can also represent the beginning of a new job or money making project that

takes you in new directions.

Your Vertical Neptune Card

Your Vertical Neptune Card

The Six of Hearts in the Neptune Period

         You are not likely to travel under this influence, even if you have made plans to do so.

Relax and enjoy the  peace and tranquillity.  Your  home and family  and close  relationships

should be a source of satisfaction now, so enjoy them. This influence does not support any

travel or changes of any kind. Things at a distance will go smoothly now without changes.

This influence can bring profound spiritual revelations if you tune in to your subconscious.

         One  of  the  possible  benefits  of  this  card  in  Neptune  is  that  you  could  discover  or

deepen  your  life's  purpose.  All  that  is  required  is  for  you  to  tune  in  to  your  thoughts  and

feelings, especially when you are alone or meditating.
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This Section Has Information From Your Planetary Ruling Card Spread

About The One-Year Reading for your Planetary Ruling Card

         Our  Planetary  Ruling  Card  is  a  very  important  symbol  of  who  we  are.  It

acts much like our Rising Sign in astrology, pointing to a facet of our personality

with which we strongly identify. It is the card or cards from our Life Path that we

seem  to  act  like.  We  have  other  cards  that  are  symbols  of  us  as  well.  These

include the Birth Card, Personality Cards and Karma Cards to some extent. Each

has a specific  purpose and function that  is  important  to understand as you read

this report.

         On the following pages are all the cards for this year that fall in the Yearly

Spread for your Planetary Ruling Card. Cards in this Yearly Spread can pertain

to most any area of your life, much like the Birth Card's spreads. You may find

information about  your work,  finances,  love life,  family or  any other  important

area in this section.
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The Year-Long Cards Found In Your Planetary Ruling Card Spread

Your Long Range Card

Your Pluto Card

Your Result Card

Your Environment Card

Your Displacement Card

Your Long Range Card is perhaps the most important card of the year. It defines

something or someone that will be a major focus of your attention. It is neither

positive  or  negative,  just  a  place  where  a  lot  of  your  time,  energy  or  attention

will be spent throughout the year.

Your Pluto Card is also a very important card in the Yearly Spread. It signifies

something or someone that will cause a significant change in some part of your

life.  It  may  define  an  area  where  you  experience  a  'mini-death'  in  your  life,  a

place  where  you  release  a  negative  pattern  to  make  room  for  a  more  positive

way of life.

Your Result Card combines with the Pluto Card to help define your big change

and challenge of  the year.  But in addition,  the Result  Card will  be someone or

something that  you will  end up with by your next  birthday that  is  a  blessing in

your life. It is like the gift that you will receive for all the hard work you did this

year to transform yourself.

Your  Environment  Card  represents  someone  or  something  that  will  act  in  a

beneficial  manner  for  you  throughout  the  year.  It  is  an  area  where  things  will

come easily to you, something or someone to be grateful for. It is always a good

thing regardless of what card it is. You will collect good things from this card all

year long.

Your  Displacement  Card usually  indicates  an  area  where  you will  have  to  pay

closer attention in order to have success for this year. It can be a person or thing

that requires you to give them extra energy in order for that thing or person to

be a benefit in your life. It can also signify 'special' occurrences that only come

in certain years of life.

About The Year-Long Influence Cards in your Planetary Ruling Card's Spread

         Each card in your yearly reading says something about a specific area of life. Some influence the entire year while

others influence primarily a 52-day period of time. The cards above are those that influence the entire year. Because of

this, they are always considered to be the most important cards of the yearly reading.

         Each  of  these  five  cards  has  a  specific  function  and  purpose  and  will  tell  you  some  different  and  yet  important

things about the year this report is for. Take your time as you read their meanings as well as the text that describes their

individual importance and functions.

         Because these cards are found in your Planetary Ruling Card's Yearly Spreads, their influence will refer to events

and  experiences  you  are  having  with  that  part  of  your  personality  that  is  represented  by  your  Planetary  Ruling  Card.

Study that card to see what part of your personality it refers to.
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Your Long Range Card This Year

Your Long Range Card

The Nine of Clubs as the Long Range Card

         The  Nine  of  Clubs  can  be  a  card  of  mental  disappointment  and  frustration,

which is what sometimes happens when things in our life come to an end. However,

you have the power to make this a 'graduation' year and a year of great fulfillment.

This year you will be experiencing one or more important endings in your life. This

could  manifest  as  the  loss  or  completion  of  a  certain  line  of  work  or  many  people

coming  up  against  your  plans  to  the  extent  that  you  have  to  abandon  them.  The

universe is trying to tell you that it  is time to let go of some cherished idea or plan

and to move on. If you can see this and flow with the changes you will discover that

you are much better off for the ending.

         The Nine of Clubs is the card of 'universal knowledge'. This means a mind that

is able to perceive things beyond the boundaries of what we call reality. Thus, many

have  experienced  some  unique  and  powerful  awakenings  of  the  soul  under  the

influence of this card. Positively applied, this card could reward you with universal

knowledge  and  success  in  sharing  it  with  others.  Everything  good  about  this  card

comes from surrender to universal will and letting go of our limited thinking.

Keywords:

A year of some mental disappointments and endings of plans, or a year of important

conclusions and endings, while gaining and sharing spiritual knowledge.

Your Pluto Card This Year

Your Pluto Card

The Queen of Spades as the Pluto Card

         Somehow connected  to  your  Result  Card  for  this  year,  you  are  attempting  to

develop a sense of mastery from within, a greater level of organizational ability, or

both.  The Queen of  Spades is  a  powerful  card and you are  indeed asking for  a  lot.

Self-mastery comes from inner knowledge and self control. It comes from controlling

one's thoughts, attitudes, beliefs, words and actions guided by higher principles. It is

knowing that you can have everything you want, not by changing the world, but by

changing yourself.

         The Queen of Spades can be a card of drudgery and hard labor. It would not be

surprising  if  you  found  yourself  having  to  work  very  hard  this  year,  and  possibly

doing work that you find somewhat distasteful or tedious. Spades are work and the

the Queen uses her work as Karma Yoga, a tool to purify her thoughts and emotions.

         This  is  the  goal  that  you  have  set  before  yourself  and  you  must  have  good
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Your Pluto Card This Year   c o n t i n u e d . . .

Your Pluto Card

reasons for  why you want this.  Keep these reasons uppermost  in your mind as you

progress through the year. You no doubt will have to make some changes both within

and outside of yourself to achieve this goal and it will not always be easy. There also

may be someone important, represented by your Result Card, that is part of this goal

you are seeking. The Result Card may also give you more clues about what particular

area of your life you desire to be more internally masterful about.

Affirmation:

I develop my capacity to transform my life by changing my beliefs, thoughts, ideas

and concepts of the world. I become the master of my self.

Your Result Card This Year

Your Result Card

The Ten of Clubs as the Result Card

         The  Ten  of  Clubs  promises  that  by  your  next  birthday  you  will  make  some

major  accomplishment  in  terms  of  your  work,  especially  work  that  involves

communications or teaching or reaching a wide range of people. The Ten of Clubs is

the card of the teacher who shares his or her knowledge with the world. This success

will transform you. Your Pluto Card will tell you more about how you are going to

bring information to the world or who will be a key element in your success.

Affirmation:

I  accomplish  much  success  as  a  teacher  or  communicator.  I  harness  my  mind  for

recognition from the public.
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Your Environment Card This Year

Your Environment Card

The Four of Diamonds as the Environment Card

         Financial  concerns,  a  common  problem  in  today's  culture,  should  not  be  a

problem for  you this  year.  You have  a  certain  amount  of  protection  around money

this year. This is partly due to the fact that you have gotten clear about just what it is

that you want and don't want. As a result, you tend to attract more prosperity to you.

You  are  protected  this  year.  You  will  not  have  tremendous  success,  but  all  your

needs will be provided for and more.

Your Displacement Card This Year

Your Displacement Card

You are displacing the Five of Hearts this year.

         This could be the year that  you decide to branch out in new directions,  either

romantically  or  socially.  Whether  this  is  because  you  are  dissatisfied  with  your

current relationships or just because you want to meet some new people, you can bet

that you will broaden your circle of friends and acquaintances as the year progresses.

You  could  find  yourself  traveling  or  even  moving  to  a  new location  as  well.  It  all

depends on your current situation.
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The Cards Governing Your Planetary Periods - An Overview

Direct Card Vertical Card Planetary Symbol

Your Mercury Period begins 4/8/2021 and ends 5/30/2021

Your Venus Period begins 5/30/2021 and ends 7/21/2021

Your Mars Period begins 7/21/2021 and ends 9/11/2021

Your Jupiter Period begins 9/11/2021 and ends 11/2/2021

Your Saturn Period begins 11/2/2021 and ends 12/24/2021

Your Uranus Period begins 12/24/2021 and ends 2/15/2022

Your Neptune Period begins 2/15/2022 and ends 4/8/2022
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The Cards Influencing Your Mercury Period

Your Mercury

 Period lasts from

4/8/2021 till 5/30/2021

About the Mercury Period Cards from your Planetary Ruling Card Spread

         The  Mercury  Period  is  the  one  that  always  begins  on  your  birthday  each  year.  During  this

period,  the  focus  is  usually  on  communications,  short  trips  here  and  there,  educational  pursuits,  or

the affairs of siblings and other family members. The two cards found in this period will combine to

tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.

         Mercury  Period  Cards  are  usually  of  little  consequence  since  Mercury  itself  is  such  a

quick-moving influence. Therefore, events under Mercury will usually be short-lived, quick or sudden.

         The  cards  below  are  from  your  Planetary  Ruling  Card's  Yearly  Spread.  Therefore,  they  are

some of the more important Mercury Cards of the year and will apply specifically to the areas of your

life and personality that are represented by your Planetary Ruling Card.

Your Direct Mercury Card

Your Direct Mercury Card

The Seven of Clubs in the Mercury Period

         During  this  period,  and  this  year  to  a  lesser  extent,  you  are  being  exposed  to  higher

ways  of  thinking  and  will  be  given  opportunities  to  transform  negativity  into  revelation.

Perhaps you have become attached to some plans or ideas that are being challenged. Maybe

you notice how much you are worrying and want to change it. Now is the time to practice

positive affirmations. You truly are what you think and now you are given a chance to prove

it.

         Your other Mercury Card may tell you who or what you are learning to develop a more

positive attitude about. In any case, a strong bottom card, such as a four, eight or ten, would

help mitigate the negative aspects of this card which can bring a lot of worry or frustration.

         On the high side, this is a great influence for your acquiring some new information on

the spiritual side of things. Keep on the look out for good books, tapes, and workshops that

may open you up to a different side of life.

Your Vertical Mercury Card

Your Vertical Mercury Card

The Seven of Spades in the Mercury Period

         This card can bring an illness connected with the head in some way such as a headache

or toothache, or in some cases, an accident of some kind. This period could also bring some

trouble  with  your  work  or  driving.  The  good  news  is  that,  because  this  is  the  Mercury

period,  this  situation  will  probably  be  very  quick  and  painless.  Things  happen  quickly  in

Mercury and don't have a major impact on our life in general. Still, it would be a good idea

to take a look at your work, thinking and health habits now and see if one or more of them

may  need  upgrading  to  a  more  positive  and  healthful  level.  Exposure  to  spiritual  wisdom

will help you elevate yourself and may bring a profound realization of truth.

         Your other Mercury card may tell you who or what is involved in the challenge of this

Seven of Spades. Also keep in mind that a strongly positive card, such as a four,  eight,  or

ten as the bottom card, could bring a very positive outcome to the situation at hand.
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The Cards Influencing Your Venus Period

Your Venus

 Period lasts from

5/30/2021 till 7/21/2021

About the Venus Period Cards from your Planetary Ruling Card Spread

         The Venus Period is the one that always begins 52 days after your birthday each year. During

this  period,  the focus is  usually on home and family matters  and affairs  of  the heart.  The two cards

found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely

to occur.

         Those who are in a profession that involves beauty products or any one of the arts should read

their Venus Cards as general indicators of the success or failure of those types of businesses.

         The  cards  below  are  from  your  Planetary  Ruling  Card's  Yearly  Spread.  Therefore,  they  are

some of the more important Venus Cards of the year and will apply specifically to the areas of your

life and personality that are represented by your Planetary Ruling Card.

Your Direct Venus Card

Your Direct Venus Card

The Nine of Spades in the Venus Period

         This  influence  can  bring  illness  over  a  love  relationship  or  a  family  related

disappointment. This could also be the illness of a close friend, marriage partner, or family

member.

         This card tells you that some major part of your lifestyle is coming to its fulfillment or

completion. This could be a relationship or have something to do with your home or family.

The  ending  of  a  relationship  or  friendship  could  cause  much  grief  if  you  resist  this

completion  which  is  scheduled  for  this  period.  This  is  an  influence  of  difficulties  in  the

home or in personal relationships, but only if we stubbornly hold on to people or things that

are  now passing out  of  our  life.  All  these difficulties  can be considered tests  of  emotional

strength and maturity.

         Your other Venus Card may tell you who or what the emotional or personal challenge

or ending is about. Also keep in mind that a strong or powerful other Venus Card, such as a

four,  eight  or  ten,  could  mitigate  the  adversity  of  this  card  and  bring  about  very  positive

results from a situation that may seem like a disappointment at the outset.

Your Vertical Venus Card

Your Vertical Venus Card

The Jack of Spades in the Venus Period

         This is called the 'Actor's Card' and it could see you having much success in one of the

creative fields. At the same time you should be aware of the possibility of theft around the

home during this period. Keep a closer eye on your possessions. To get the most out of this

influence,  apply  the  creative  potential  into  an  artistic  or  sales  profession.  This  is  the  most

creative card in the deck and must be handled consciously to access its positive side.
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The Cards Influencing Your Mars Period

Your Mars

 Period lasts from

7/21/2021 till 9/11/2021

About the Mars Period Cards from your Planetary Ruling Card Spread

         The Mars Period is the one that always begins approximately 104 days after your birthday each

year.  During  this  period,  you  are  likely  to  have  more  physical  and  aggressive  energies.  For  this

reason, this is a good time to get involved in physical pursuits or to actively pursue your goals.

         Mars  Period  Cards  also  govern  our  relationships  with  men  in  general  and  with  any  legal

matters  we  are  involved  in.  If  you  are  involved  in  a  legal  suit  of  any  kind,  the  Mars  Cards  will

indicate the probable success or failure of these pursuits.

         The  cards  below  are  from  your  Planetary  Ruling  Card's  Yearly  Spread.  Therefore,  they  are

some of the more important Mars Cards of the year and will apply specifically to the areas of your life

and personality that are represented by your Planetary Ruling Card.

Your Direct Mars Card

Your Direct Mars Card

The Nine of Hearts in the Mars Period

         This card usually means an ending of a key relationship due to competitive or hostile

feelings.  Jealousies  or  misunderstandings  between  you  and  your  loved  one(s)  are  likely

during this period. Caution is advised when relating to men during this time, in business and

personally.  You  may  be  inclined  to  leave  behind  undesirable  situations  during  this  period

and move on to greener pastures. Your own disappointment in others may prompt such an

exit or you may be impatient with the problems present. Though some relationship in your

life is coming to an end, you would be wise to not let your hostility get out of control. That

would only aggravate the natural process of separation and bind you to more karma with this

other person in the future.

         Look to your other Mars Card to find out what or who is involved in the challenges or

endings that may arise during this period. Also keep in mind that a positive card, such as a

four, eight or ten, would tell you that regardless of the challenges present, you are likely to

have a happy and productive outcome to the situations that  present  themselves during this

52-day period.

Your Vertical Mars Card

Your Vertical Mars Card

The Seven of Diamonds in the Mars Period

         This  period  will  present  a  financial  challenge  from  an  investment,  payment,  or  loss.

This could have been as the result of a legal matter, an argument, gambling or speculation.

Your own aggressive nature and impatience could have played a major role in this.  At the

root of any money problems will be a fear of poverty and attachment to money plans. Take

responsibility  for  your  core  attitudes  and  you  could  turn  this  adversity  into  unexpected

prosperity.

         Look to your  other  Mars  Card to  find out  what  or  who is  involved in  the challenges

that  may  arise  during  this  period.  Also  keep  in  mind  that  a  positive  card,  such  as  a  four,

eight, or ten, would tell you that regardless of the challenges present, you are likely to have

a happy and productive outcome to the situations that present themselves during this 52-day

period.
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The Cards Influencing Your Jupiter Period

Your Jupiter

 Period lasts from

9/11/2021 till 11/2/2021

About the Jupiter Period Cards from your Planetary Ruling Card Spread

         The Jupiter Period is the one that falls in the middle of your personal year. During this period,

the focus is usually on business and financial matters,  though it  is not restricted to these alone. The

two  cards  found  in  this  period  will  combine  to  tell  you  what  influences  are  present  and  therefore,

what is likely to occur.

         Our  Jupiter  Cards  often  tell  us  what  or  who  are  the  biggest  blessings  of  the  year,  especially

along financial lines. If  we involve ourselves in activities related to our Jupiter Cards, we could see

an increase in our finances through those directions.

         The  cards  below  are  from  your  Planetary  Ruling  Card's  Yearly  Spread.  Therefore,  they  are

some of the more important Jupiter Cards of the year and will apply specifically to the areas of your

life and personality that are represented by this card.

Your Direct Jupiter Card

Your Direct Jupiter Card

The Five of Diamonds in the Jupiter Period

         Changes in business and traveling are financially beneficial under this influence. This

is one of the best influences for a successful business trip, doing selling and promoting, or

making a change of occupation.  Honesty and repayment of debts are also promoted by this

influence. Your own extravagance could deplete your resources now so be careful. The Five

of  Diamonds  in  this  period  may  indicate  large  sums  of  money  changing  hands,  changing

your job, or changing the way that you make money. If so, flow with the changes as they are

leading you to greater success and satisfaction.

Your Vertical Jupiter Card

Your Vertical Jupiter Card

The Ace of Clubs in the Jupiter Period

         During this period you will find that knowledge is your greatest asset. Your desire for

knowledge can lead to professional and material success with this influence. A new idea or

plan  for  business  or  financial  success  will  have  good  consequences  now.  Follow  your

impulses to start something new and see what happens. You probably have a wealth of good

ideas now, especially related to business ventures.

         Watch  out  for  over-ambitiousness  which  could  place  too  much  value  on  reaching  a

high social status. This could undermine your success. This influence could also cause you

to  be  impatient  with  those  who  are  not  as  quick  as  you  are  to  grasp  the  concepts  and

meanings of things. Be careful your mind doesn't get out of hand now. It is in high gear and

needs to be directed into practical pursuits as much as possible.
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The Cards Influencing Your Saturn Period

Your Saturn

 Period lasts from

11/2/2021 till 12/24/2021

About the Saturn Period Cards from your Planetary Ruling Card Spread

         The  Saturn  Period  follows  Jupiter  and  is  almost  the  reverse  of  it  in  it's  influence.  Whereas

Jupiter is expansive and abundant, Saturn is often restrictive and burdensome. The two cards found in

this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.

         Our  Saturn  Cards  often  describe  who or  what  are  our  major  challenges  or  difficulties  for  the

year.  However,  by  facing  these  challenges,  we  can  learn  many  things  that  will  aid  in  our  ultimate

success. Saturn teaches us patience and responsibility.

         The  cards  below  are  from  your  Planetary  Ruling  Card's  Yearly  Spread.  Therefore,  they  are

some of the more important Saturn Cards of the year and will apply specifically to the areas of your

life and personality that are represented by your Planetary Ruling Card.

Your Direct Saturn Card

Your Direct Saturn Card

The Eight of Diamonds in the Saturn Period

         This card represents a large sum of money made through the illness, death, or loss of

another (i.e.  inheritance) or through plain or hard work. Or the money could be connected

somehow to death, hospitals or healing. This can also mean a meeting of doctors. You may

have to work hard under less than ideal conditions but you can be successful, and the money

coming  in  now  is  proof  of  that.  This  card  is  one  of  overcoming  illness  or  undesirable

influences through patience and perseverance.

         This  card  is  such  a  strong  influence  that  it  will  override  any  negative  influences

present during this period. Even if your other Saturn Card were one of challenge or problem,

this  card  guarantees  that  you  will  have  a  successful  outcome  and  an  overcoming  of

difficulties by deciding exactly what you want and going after it.

Your Vertical Saturn Card

Your Vertical Saturn Card

The Six of Clubs in the Saturn Period

         Health conditions, whether good or bad, will not change under this influence. Intuition

is  present  for  you,  but  you may find  it  hard  to  follow,  or  fears  prevent  you from using  it.

You  may  feel  that  you  are  being  forced  by  circumstances  into  making  compromises  and

adjustments with others. Be aware of how you talk to others because what you give you will

get in return.

         Be  open  to  others'  ideas  and  plans  in  order  to  get  the  most  out  of  this  powerful

influence. If you have told untruths in the past or made promises that you haven't kept, this

may  be  the  time  that  you  have  to  pay  up  or  come  clean.  Otherwise,  this  influence  could

indicate a  time when you become much more aware of  your life's  purpose.  You are being

brought in line with the will of God.
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The Cards Influencing Your Uranus Period

Your Uranus

 Period lasts from

12/24/2021 till 2/15/2022

About the Uranus Period Cards from your Planetary Ruling Card Spread

         After  the  often  grueling  struggle  of  the  Saturn  Period,  the  Uranus  Period  usually  comes  as  a

welcome relief.  Everything tends to lighten up and we tend to focus on the people we hang out with

both socially and at work. The two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences

are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.

         Things often happen unexpectedly in Uranus or the things that happen have an unusual quality

about them. Our Uranus Cards often foretell the success or failure of our relationships at work or in

other circles.

         The  cards  below  are  from  your  Planetary  Ruling  Card's  Yearly  Spread.  Therefore,  they  are

some of the more important Uranus Cards of the year and will apply specifically to the areas of your

life and personality that are represented by your Planetary Ruling Card.

Your Direct Uranus Card

Your Direct Uranus Card

The Queen of Diamonds in the Uranus Period

         This is an excellent influence for financial success in businesses involving either real

estate  or  using your  psychic gifts.  Your business  acumen is  strong now. Use it  to  develop

effective ways to market your products and services. Unexpected gains are possible. At the

same time, watch a tendency to go out on impulsive spending sprees, the downside of this

powerful card.

         Any women of the Diamonds suit may seem to be somewhat unpredictable during this

period,  and  to  a  lesser  extent,  for  the  entire  year.  To  insure  success  in  your  relationships

with them, it would be best to just step back and allow them to do or be whatever they need

to. A good friendship comes from unconditional love and acceptance.

Your Vertical Uranus Card

Your Vertical Uranus Card

The Two of Spades in the Uranus Period

         This  card  brings  a  partnership  involving  land,  real  estate,  humanitarian  work,  some

sort  of  futuristic  technology,  or  some  'New Age'  type  work.  This  also  includes  computers

and other forms of high technology. It is bound to be innovative or unusual in some way and

it may happen unexpectedly. This partnership may cause you a bit of uncertainty or happen

too fast for you. This is one of the best influences for spending quality time with a friend or

group of friends.
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Personal Yearly Report
for Becky Jones
Born 4/8/1999   Age 22

The Cards Influencing Your Neptune Period

Your Neptune

 Period lasts from

2/15/2022 till 4/8/2022

About the Neptune Period Cards from your Planetary Ruling Card Spread

         The Neptune Period is the one that always begins 52 days before your birthday each year. It is

the last  period of  the year.  This  period is  one of  the best  times to  take a vacation,  especially  if  that

vacation will take you to a foreign country.

         Our Neptune Card(s) often represent who or what are our 'hopes and fears' for the year. It can

represent things that we secretly want or things that we may be afraid will come to pass. The Neptune

Period  is  usually  not  a  good  time  to  make  any  definite  decisions  about  our  future  as  things  often

appear blurred from our point of view.

         The  cards  below  are  from  your  Planetary  Ruling  Card's  Yearly  Spread.  Therefore,  they  are

some of the more important Neptune Cards of the year and will apply specifically to the areas of your

life and personality that are represented by your Planetary Ruling Card.

Your Direct Neptune Card

Your Direct Neptune Card

The Two of Spades in the Neptune Period

         This  influence  brings  a  partnership  related  to  foreign  interests,  travel,  the  movies  or

drugs.  This  could also indicate  a  meeting about  any of  the above or  a  joining together  for

spiritual  or  religious  study.  This  partnership  may  have  an  element  of  idealism  or  even

deception to it and this influence is best for spiritual or religious work. Otherwise caution is

advised since there could be a strong element of deception or self-delusion.

NOTE: You have no Vertical Neptune Card this year.
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